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I hope that this message finds you warm, and I hope that it
also finds you well.
As I write this letter in early February, the snow is
falling and there is talk of a polar vortex headed this way
for next week. No matter what any of the groundhogs say,
we know that spring is on the way. The days are getting
noticeably longer, and eventually the warmth will follow.
There is a feeling of hope now that vaccination
efforts are underway. More states are lifting restrictions
and hopefully more of our domes will be permitted to open
in some fashion as we progress through spring and on into
summer. And we all hope that those planetaria already

President’s
Message
Waylena McCully

open can continue to operate safely.
This year we are planning for our in-person conference in November at Kalamazoo, with adjustments to blend
regular and online participation for those who will not be able to attend in person. A highlight for certain will be the
election of executive officers, including the new position of Executive Committee Inclusion & Outreach Officer. I hope
very much that this position will help our membership to connect and communicate more effectively amongst ourselves
and within our communities.
Let us look forward with hope and determination toward building a truly inclusive future.

Congratulations! You have survived the past year!
In a normal year, that accomplishment would have seemed
inconsequential. But not in 2020!
It’s hard to believe that it’s been one year since a virus only
1/10,000th of a millimeter in size changed the lives of nearly
everyone on this planet. Fortunately, there is now a light at the
end of our long, dark, shared tunnel that’s growing brighter
with each passing week. Hopefully, a significant portion of the
population can be vaccinated before summer ends, and a return
to the world we know and love can begin. Just imagine how
monumental that day will feel!

Issue 211

Editor’s Message

And while we wait, there’s nothing like a new rover on Mars
Bart Benjamin
133
to buoy our spirits and raise public awareness of astronomy
and space exploration! No doubt your patrons, friends, and
family are asking many questions about the Perseverance rover and its flying companion, Ingenuity. The February 18th
landing was a stellar success, and we and our audiences have many exciting times ahead as this newest Mars rover from
NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory carries out its mission in Jezero Crater. Emily Hromi’s 11th newsletter cover
celebrates NASA’s latest interplanetary accomplishment. Only time will tell what discoveries it will make in the months
ahead!
Please note that the deadline window for the summer issue of the GLPA Newsletter is early May. Please submit your
facility reports to your State Chairs by the end of April. Have a wonderful spring and enjoy your state meeting!
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The Adler Planetarium in Chicago
remains closed to the general public for
the foreseeable future. However, the staff
is hopeful that they will be able to reopen
later this year. In the interim, they’ve
earned some unexpected income by
renting their building for television
location shoots. In November, they
hosted a multi-day shoot for Ordinary
Joe, an NBC TV pilot. The crew filmed
in their larger planetarium dome, historic
Atwood Sphere, and several other locations both inside and
outside! In February, Adler hosted a crew from ABC
News’ 20/20 for an interview with Adler collaborator and
Afrofuturism expert Ytasha Womack. [See Adler’s photos
on page 7]. While not as consistent as daily operation,
these shoots have provided a much needed reminder of
both the impact and the joy associated with their work to
connect people to the universe and each other.
The Illinois State University Planetarium in
Normal remains closed to the public due to the COVID-19
pandemic. No reopening date has been set for the
planetarium’s on-site programs. Meanwhile, the ISU
Planetarium continues to share astronomy and general
science programs and activities on its website, Facebook
page, and YouTube Channel. Additionally, the planetarium
has offered a series of Big Astronomy interviews and events
through Facebook. Educators and the public can find free
programs on their YouTube Channel. These include a flatscreen version of Legends of the Night Sky - Perseus and
Andromeda and children’s shows exploring weather and
the Moon.
The Staerkel Planetarium is continuing to
provide exclusively virtual programming to the public and
their videos are now compiled onto their new YouTube
channel. This includes their Prairie Skies shows, their
James B. Kaler Science Lectures, and videos that they
produced to celebrate the Hubble anniversary and the
arrival of the Mars missions. Their operations manager,
Cindy Reynolds, has accepted a new permanent position
elsewhere at Parkland College. She will assist in training
her replacement when the planetarium and theater can
reopen. Their producer, Waylena McCully, has shifted her
job responsibilities to help the college with contact tracing
for new COVID-19 cases. The planetarium doors are still
open for some astronomy and earth science classes. They
provide a welcome respite to our Zoom-centered lives.

STATE CHAIRS
ILLINOIS:

Tom Willmitch
ISU Planetarium
Normal, Illinois
trwillm@ilstu.edu

INDIANA:

Melinda O’Malley
PHM Planetarium
Mishawaka, Indiana
momalley@phm.k12.in.us

MICHIGAN: Paulette Epstein
Michigan Science Center
Detroit, Michigan
paulette.a.epstein@gmail.com
OHIO:

Dale Smith
BGSU Planetarium
Bowling Green, Ohio
dwsmith@bgsu.edu

WISCONSIN/ Jean Creighton
MINNESOTA: Manfred Olson Planetarium

Milwaukee, Wisconsin
jcreight@uwm.edu
BEYOND
THE
LAKES:

Mary Holt
Morrison Planetarium
San Francisco, California
mholt@calacademy.org
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The Dome Planetarium within the Peoria Riverfront Museum closed to the public from November 20,
2020 through March 6, 2021. The staff is looking forward to reopening with capacity limits and other
precautions in place. Their virtual content continues to be popular. A livestream of the Great Conjunction of
Jupiter and Saturn reached 82,000 views! Their annual Interplanetary 5K will be virtual this year. They are
excited that they will finally be able to upgrade their digital projectors! A grant from the State of Illinois and
private donations will fund the replacement of their five Spacegate quinto projectors. They will be keeping their Zeiss
ZKP4 starball, and installing six Sony 270 laser phosphor projectors for a 6.5K resolution system, powered by Evans &
Sutherland’s Digistar 7.
The Strickler Planetarium at Olivet Nazarene University in Bourbonnais remains closed to the public for the
spring semester and is being used at a reduced capacity for lectures and labs for campus classes. This semester, they have
begun integrating the planetarium into their geology labs as well, using their Digistar 6 to allow students to navigate to
different geological features of interest on the Earth’s surface. They have also hosted multiple Zoom field trips for school
groups with a virtual planetarium presentation and Q&A session. Virtual field trips, while not ideal, do allow the staff to
host more students at once than they could fit in the planetarium before COVID!

The outside of the Adler Planetarium, illuminated for an exterior film shot

One of several scenes filmed inside the Adler’s Grainger
Sky Theater

Ytasha Womack posing in front of artwork from
her Rayla Universe book series

Interview preparations in the Adler’s Welcome Gallery
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The Koch Immersive Theater and Planetarium in Evansville continues to remain open, presenting
2-4 shows daily, but was recently reduced from four to three days each week. They are currently
offering daily presentations of a live star show, plus 1 - 3 fulldome movies each day. Beginning in
March, they began screening the fulldome film Drifting North-Into the Polar Night produced by CU
Boulder’s Fiske Planetarium. Committed to offering a safe observing experience for last year’s Great
Conjunction, after much preparation and the bare minimum of an announcement on social media,
their planetarium experienced a
record turn-out at its conjunction
event. [See photo ➞ ]. Preparations
included taping thirty pieces of black
gaffing tape ten feet apart on the
sidewalk wrapping around the front of their building,
numerous outdoor stanchions, social distancing signage, a
mandatory face covering requirement and thorough
alcohol disinfection of each telescope eyepiece after each
family/person had a look. 400 people showed up for their
brief 1½ hour event, including a few dozen people who
had to be turned away after the planets set. A helpful —
less than freezing — breeze likely added to the overall
safety for those that attended, reports the Director of
Science Experiences Mitch Luman, who operated one of
their two telescopes.
The Brown Planetarium in Muncie is currently providing a very unique learning space to three college classes
(i.e. one geography class and two astronomy classes). These classes were selected because of the ability to use fulldome
visuals to enhance the class as well as provide a physically distanced environment at Ball State. Ball State’s “Constellation
Crew” is at it again! Each Friday, the Brown Planetarium Director Dayna Thompson and Ball State graduate and
undergrad students discuss a constellation on Facebook Live. The event is later uploaded to the planetarium’s YouTube
page. Since COVID-19, Brown Planetarium staff have hosted virtual visits from all over the country, including
Washington, California, Pennsylvania, Florida, Idaho, Illinois, and of course their home state of Indiana. They also had
their first crowdfunding campaign to help support their virtual content, raising enough funds to purchase new webcams,
lights, and other materials. Ball State has also recently partnered with the International Planetarium Society and the
American Association of Variable Star Observers (an international consortium of amateur and professional astronomers)
to create content for planetariums world-wide. The team are creating visuals and scripts for planetarians to use during
their planetarium shows, social media posts, and more. You can also find a 360-degree episode and a free downloadable
2K fisheye version for planetarium domes on the AAVSO website at https://www.aavso.org/featured-variables. A new
episode will be available each month this year to augment their live night sky presentations.

There was no news received from Michigan this issue.
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The Cleveland Regional Association of Planetariums held a virtual meeting on January 27th,
hosted by Matt Young of the Euclid Schools Planetarium. Matt reported on an extensive
building program at Euclid that will include upgrades to the planetarium.
Most Ohio planetariums remain closed due to the coronavirus. Among others, those
closed include the Ritter Planetarium at the University of Toledo (Alex Mak), the Newhard
Planetarium at the University of Findlay (Steven Wild), the Ward Beecher Planetarium at
Youngstown State University (Pat Durrell and crew), and the Westlake Schools Planetarium
(Jeanne Bishop).
Gene Zajac is back on the mainland and as busy as ever. He has been doing Zoom
meetings with Cleveland Public Schools thanks to daughter Sara, a pre-K teacher there. Gene
has logged six classes for elementary classrooms and the special education class and will be
doing a Girl Scout program about space flight and women in space. His elementary programs have been about the solar
system, Greek mythology, and landing space probes on Mars.
The Hoover-Price Planetarium in Canton re-opened in October for limited public programs. Seating is limited to
10 guests per show.
Across the state, the BGSU Planetarium in Bowling Green is running public shows and hosting BGSU
astronomy classes taught by Dale Smith. The current public show is Life Under the Arctic Sky featuring footage of the
northern lights and of reindeer herding by the Sami culture. Children’s shows are on the agenda on the last Saturday of the
month. Attendance, which was slow in the fall, has rebounded this winter. Some campus groups have also booked shows
including Air Force ROTC cadets who saw Arctic Sky and a residence hall group who saw Natural Selection about the
epochal work of Charles Darwin. Both shows feature the creativity of Robin Sip at Mirage 3D. The planetarium also hosts
the weekly graduate seminar of BGSU’s Department of Physics and Astronomy. A recent seminar discussed measurements
of oxygen and iron abundances in disk stars in the Milky Way and concluded that stars may form well above the canonical
upper limit of about a hundred solar masses.
The spring Ohio state meeting will be held on Saturday, May 1st. It will be hosted by Suzie Dills of the HooverPrice Planetarium at the McKinley Museum in Canton. Ohioans had been hoping for a face-to-face meeting, but now
expect to conduct it virtually due to the continuing prevalence of the coronavirus pandemic.
The Barlow Planetarium at the UW-Oshkosh Fox Cities in
Menasha, Wisconsin has been open to the public and small groups
since September with limited seating and enhanced cleaning
procedures to make visitors safe. Holiday program had to be
expanded by 100% to satisfy demand. On a historical note,
February 4th marked the 60th anniversary of a planetarium on
Midway Road in Menasha. It was the second planetarium in
Wisconsin and is currently the campus with the longest, nearlycontinuous planetarium operation in Wisconsin. In the paper that
announced its first shows was also an article about the successful
launch and return of the first primate in space! Finally, numbers are
coming together for the cost for the next generation Barlow. It is very exciting!
The star parties at the Bell Museum in St. Paul, Minnesota have moved online! With the purchase of a Celestron
CGX mount, ZWO ASI Air Pro and camera, they can now livestream their monthly events directly to audiences. Since
September, their monthly events have grown in size and reach, and now surpass attendance at their previous in-person
events. Another successful online program has been their Constellation Hunter video series — 24 videos that explore how
to find and sketch the brightest constellations on the Astronomical League Northern Constellation Hunter program list.
The Horowitz-DeRemer Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin will attempt to launch a GPS radio tracker that
will circle the world in a balloon. Read about this project in their article on page 21.
The L.E. Phillips Planetarium at the University of Wisconsin–Eau Claire remains closed due to the ongoing
pandemic and hopes to reopen in the fall.
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The Minnesota State University (MSUM) Moorhead Planetarium remains closed to the
public but the student staff continue to create virtual content for social media. This semester they
started Season 2 of Webisodes for the Webiverse, which includes a series on space-themed arts and
crafts and a weekly read-a-long, among others. Some new series this semester include Moony
Mondays (Instagram story) and Watercolor Wednesdays (Instagram, Twitter, Facebook
posts). Last semester a talented student named Abby Bormann recreated winter and circumpolar sky constellations as
Santa et al. for a Christmas Constellations video (see their Facebook page). The staff is also trying their hand at a podcast
and are having a blast on TikTok. Follow them on YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, and TikTok by searching for
MSUMPlanetarium. They are excitedly awaiting reopening; in the meantime, they continue with virtual content to stay at
the front of their community’s mind.

Images courtesy of the Minnesota State
University Moorhead Planetarium

The Manfred Olson Planetarium at the
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee is finding virtual
programming for general audiences a rewarding
experience. In 2020, they had over 8,000 people
watch their programs live and an additional 3,000
watched their programs on demand. Social media has
helped spread the word. The Facebook post about the
Northern Lights program had a reach of over
1,500,000 people and more than 1,500 people
watched it on Zoom live from all states, Canadian
provinces, and several other countries. This spring,
they are offering a virtual cultural program called
Asian Celebrations, which highlights the cultures and
Image courtesy of the Manfred Olson Planetarium
connections to astronomy of China, Iran, India, and
Japan. If interested, you can register at https://uwm.edu/planetarium/ (pay what you can including $0).
The Gary E. Sampson Planetarium in Wauwatosa, Wisconsin continues to remain closed to field trips and
public programming, and will remain closed for the remainder of the 2020-2021 school year. Director Todd DeZeeuw
continues to teach four classes per day in a hybrid mode, but expects to return to 5 days per week, in-person instruction in
early April. Time normally set aside for the planetarium continues to be taken up by teaching one fully virtual astronomy
class.
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As of writing this, the California Academy of Sciences in San
Francisco is still closed, but is waiting to see when the city will be
moved from the “purple” to “red” tier, which would allow indoor
museums to reopen. The change is likely to happen soon if COVID
cases continue their decreasing trend, but there is no official word yet.
In the meantime, the planetarium presenter team has been busy with
their weekly livestreams four days a week, which can be found on
Morrison Planetarium’s Facebook page as well as frequently on
OpenSpace’s YouTube channel, and occasionally the Academy’s main
YouTube channel. School programs especially have ramped up quite a
bit this semester compared to the fall, with a variety of new online
offerings. For 3rd-5th grade and 6th-8th grade classes, teachers were able to sign up to receive a video of a flat-screen/
online version of Morrison’s school planetarium shows. After watching the video, the kids were able to submit questions
which a planetarium presenter later answered during a livestream. The team has done two of these programs for each
grade range and hopes to continue the program after March. They have also offered a couple different options for the
K-2nd grade range. The first offering is a twice weekly Mission to the Moon, where an individual class can sign up to
participate in a live, interactive program with one of the planetarium presenters. As of writing this, there are several
schools signed up for Mission to the Moon, but the first one isn’t occurring until next week; Mary Holt is excited to give
that first program! Another option that K-2nd grade schools can sign up for is a live webinar of Shine and Seek where
many different schools can watch an extended version of the bi-weekly program the team has sent out on Tuesday
mornings to Facebook Live. The Visualization Studio end of Morrison is busy as ever working on the new fulldome
planetarium show Living Worlds. The release date of Living Worlds has been pushed to later in the year, in hopes that it
can be shown in the planetarium when it launches.
The Williamsville Space Lab Planetarium in Williamsville, New York is doing as much as possible to stay
connected with the K-12 students across the area. Director Mark Percy is teaching a combination of virtual and distanced
in-person classes. Setting up these meetings has been challenging because every team of teachers has unique
needs. Because of the restrictions, attendance has been about half of the usual amount. However, most days are full of
sessions with students of all different ages despite the difficulties. Their public outreach program continues as well. Steve
Dubois started the season in February with The Night Sky’s Greatest Love Stories. Jackie Baughman will give the inside
scoop from the OSIRIS-Rex mission in March. Their newest member of the “night crew,” Devon Dice-Jaffri, will be
leading a class in April all about meteorites, and Tim Collins will wrap up the spring semester with A Bite of Sunshine to
get folks ready for the partial solar eclipse occurring on June 10, 2021. The team will also be working together to host a
live watch party on February 18th as the Mars Perseverance Rover completes its journey to the red planet.
At the Fernbank Science Center in Atlanta, Georgia, staff and instructors are back in the building. Students are
still at home for remote learning, and the science center, planetarium, and observatory are all still closed to the public. The
gardens and outside areas are open, and when the rain stops for a few minutes, visitors are wandering around. The

DON’T MISS OUT

WHO DO I CONTACT?

To be included in the summer issue’s State News
column, please forward news from your facility to
your state chair in the latter half of April.

If you ever have a GLPA-related question, but are
not quite sure to whom you should direct that
question, GLPA may have your answer.
The GLPA website has a page that provides a
helpful way to determine who best could answer
your question. To use it, please visit

If you have a digital picture of a newsworthy event
held at your planetarium, please e-mail it to the
Editor at bart.benjamin@icloud.com for possible
inclusion in the IPS Planetarian’s “International
News” column.

https://glpa.org/contacts
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horticulture department is planning a plant sale (order online and pick up) in the month of April. Dr.
Scott Harris ran a live session for the Perseverance landing on February 18th. He’s continuing the
virtual planetarium programs on Friday nights, with emphasis on Black History Month during
February, and offered well-attended Saturday Science programs with the Atlanta Astronomy
Club. April Whitt is recording brief The Sky This Week videos for Fernbank’s YouTube channel.
They’ve been popular with teachers and students.
The Asheville Museum of Science (AMOS) in Asheville, North Carolina is offering limited short-term on-site
programming with suitable precautions for students as well as public hours at half capacity. Despite these limitations,
AMOS continues to offer online programming in geology, paleontology, biology, and the like. Staff are working to add
live sky tours to the GeoDome Panorama (currently showing NASA Eyes interactive displays) as well as to the GeoDome
Portal using WorldViewer by The Elumenati.
The Pisgah Astronomical Research Institute (PARI) in Rosman, North Carolina offers Gallery (2-hour) and VIP
(4-hour) tours of its facilities. Its AdventureDome (a 22-foot Starlab dome with a Digitalis Digitarium Zeta Pro projection
system) offers 2-, 3- and 4-hour visits for school groups. Public events are planned for March 12th (Space’s Greatest
Myths); April 9th (Yuri’s Night Viewing); May 1st (Space Day Open House); May 4th (Moon Day); May 7th (Eta
Aquarids); and June 4th (Space, Spies and Secrets).
Mayland Community College in Burnsville, North Carolina reports, “Construction is moving forward on the
[Glenn and Carol Arthur Planetarium at the Mayland Earth to Sky Park] [but delayed by] weather and COVID. The
foundation is done and they are currently working on the plumbing and electrical. They should finish [the week of
February 4] and then the actual pad will be poured and the walls will go vertical. We are now shooting for an opening this
summer – COVID dependent. We have hired a part-time person to help us get the [planetarium operational and
programmed].”

P L A N E TA R I U M S O C I A L M E D I A R E S O U R C E S

GLPA’s Facebook page

GLPA’s Twitter page

GLPA’s Instagram page

www.facebook.com/glpasocial/

twitter.com/GLPAsocial

www.instagram.com/glpasocial/

Administrators: Renae Kerrigan, Michael
McConville, Tom Dobes, Paulette Epstein

Administrator: Mike Smail

Administrators: Jackie Baughman, Michael
McConville

Slack (Planetarians team)

The Dome Dialogues

planetarians.slack.com

www.facebook.com/groups/domedialogues

Workspace Owners (for #glpa): Derrick Rohl, Mike
Smail, Steve Burkland

Administrators: Michael McConville, Derek Demeter,
Anna Green, Renae Kerrigan, Dan Tell
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2021 SPRING STATE MEETINGS
ILLINOIS

Saturday, May 1
A joint virtual meeting with Indiana
and WIMPS, hosted by Kris McCall
(kristinemccall@triton.edu) of the
Cernan Earth & Space Center in
River Grove, Illinois.

INDIANA

Saturday, May 1
A joint virtual meeting with Illinois
and WIMPS, hosted by Kris McCall
(kristinemccall@triton.edu)

MICHIGAN

To be determined

OHIO

Saturday, May 1
Likely a virtual meeting hosted by
Suzie Dills (suzieastro@yahoo.com)
of the Hoover-Price Planetarium at
the McKinley Museum in Canton

WISCONSIN/MINNESOTA

Saturday, May 1
A joint virtual meeting with Illinois
and Indiana, hosted by Kris McCall
(kristinemccall@triton.edu)

Specific meeting details have not yet been formulated as this spring newsletter
went to press. Please contact your meeting host or your respective State Chair
(see page 5) for more information. Any state meeting updates will appear on
the GLPA State Organizations webpage at https://glpa.org/states.
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LIPS 2021 NEWS
submitted by Karrie Berglund
Many of you likely remember that the Fiske Planetarium at University of Colorado Boulder
was planning to host the 2021 LIPS (Live Interactive Planetarium Symposium), since the
coronavirus prevented them from hosting LIPS 2020. As the coronavirus situation is still
very uncertain, I decided to look at holding an in-person LIPS in September rather than in
July or August as planned for the Fiske to host. The Fiske folks kindly agreed to move their
LIPS hosting to summer 2022, and I thank them heartily for supporting this decision. They
are going to do a fantastic job hosting once we can finally get there.
September tends to be a very quiet time for science centers, so I approached the
Museum of Science Boston and the Carnegie Science Center in Pittsburgh about hosting
LIPS 2021. Both agreed, but MoS opted to let CSC hold LIPS 2021. Thank you to both
MoS and CSC for their willingness to host! I had a Zoom call with Mike and Charissa from
the Buhl, and they have fantastic facilities for hosting, both at the CSC itself and in the
neighborhood for hotels and restaurants.
I plan to make the in-person or virtual decision for LIPS 2021 no later than the end of
April. Hopefully that will still give everyone enough time before LIPS in September to
budget for travel, plan to be out of the office, etc.
If you want to stay updated on the situation or just get involved with the LIPS
Community, you have two options:
1. Email me at karrie <at> DigitalisEducation.com asking me to send you an
invitation to the LIPS Google Group
and/or
2. Send a request to join the LIPS Facebook group (search for Live Interactive
Planetarium Symposium).
I hope to see everyone in person soon, but in the meantime, virtually will have to suffice.
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CLIMATE CHANGE: TIME FOR LEARNING AND ACTION
submitted by Jean Creighton
As planetarians, we want to understand and address scientific issues of the day and figure out how to be part of
the solution. After all, NASA is interested in Earth too: https://climate.nasa.gov. Several members of GLPA
have expressed an interest to learn more about climate change. To that end, Chuck Bueter, Jean Creighton, and
Jim Sweitzer are building a series of professional development talks on Zoom to address this need. The gracious
experts that we found are only partially able to address climate change, but they can tell us about the science of
the Sun (relevant with the solar eclipse of 2024) and space weather. We hope to expand the virtual series to
include more talks on the science of climate change. If you know of experts who would be willing to “train the
trainers” about climate change, please email Jean Creighton at jcreight@uwm.edu. We still have a slot open on
May 13th.
>> If you want to get training specifically about climate change as soon as possible, consider enrolling in a
class run by the Climate Reality Project during April 22 to May 2 (they offer two types of programs during the
week and on the weekends). Don’t delay: these reach capacity. To sign up, please visit http://bit.ly/2ZPVREp
>> Professional development virtual talks about issues relating to the Sun mostly
These talks will be over Zoom for an audience of planetarians. We hope to include more talks about climate
change as we find more experts. For updated information, please see https://uwm.edu/planetarium/solar-powerprofessional-development-talks/.

Solar Power:
The Sun’s Wide-Ranging Effects on Planets, Habitability and Life
Michelle Thaller
April 22 @ 2:00-3:00 CDT/3:00-4:00 EDT
The Sun has profound effects on how planets evolve and whether they can
sustain life. We’ll take a look at how our star has changed worlds near and
far — from Venus to Pluto. We’ll also look at how the Sun changes the
orbits of asteroids, something we have a very personal interest in
understanding! While the Sun itself is not responsible for the fast climate
change we are experiencing today, melting ice and changing ocean levels are
allowing sunlight into regions shielded from heat and light before, which will
have profound consequences for our planet.
Sign up link: https://uwm-edu.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZMlc-GrrjsqEtEk6Ciflf23MkjqT5yo7mR_
(continued)
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Solar power: The latest in what we know about the Sun
Alex C. Young
May 4 @ 2:00-3:00 CDT/3:00-4:00 EDT
What questions about the Sun remain unanswered? Explore the clues we are
getting from the new spacecraft, Parker Solar Probe, as well as how scientists
are preparing for the 2024 solar eclipse.
Sign up link: https://uwm-edu.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0ld-2hqDgqEteEcCKdwFRYeSF3P_ceKPp

Solar power: Sun-induced space weather and its effects on Earth
Alex C. Young
May 6 @ 2:00 CDT/3:00 EDT
From protecting power grids to predicting aurora borealis, space weather
affects us on Earth. Find out the role the Sun plays in affecting space
weather.
Sign up link: https://uwm-edu.zoom.us/meeting/register/tZ0rde2uqzwjE9ENcpvYfSVsX5IXSlzm8r46

TBD
May 13 @ 2:00-3:00 CDT/3:00-4:00 EDT
If we confirm a speaker, the website at the top will have more information.

I P S U P D AT E

(continued from page 25)

IPS is currently seeking nominations for institutional Awards and Fellowships. Nominations must be
received by June 1, 2021; you can read more about the awards and their criteria on the IPS website at https://
www.ips-planetarium.org/page/012021IPSNewsletter.
Planetarium 1 in St. Petersburg, Russia will host the IPS2022 conference. St. Petersburg is the cultural
capital of Russia, and touts the Hermitage, the Museum of Cosmonautics, the Mariinsky Ballet, and the world’s
largest planetarium, a 37-meter dome inside a 150 year-old gas storage facility. The conference will take place
June 22-27, 2022. $350 is the planned registration fee, and there are 10 preferred conference hotels in the
vicinity that range from $50-100/night. You can view the slide deck presented by the conference hosts at the IPS
2020 Virtual Conference at http://bit.ly/IPS2022deck.
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PROJECT HAM-HIGH: CIRCUMNAVIGATING THE WORLD IN A BALLOON
By Brian Cieslak
Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium, Waukesha, Wisconsin
K9WIS - Project Ham High Director
k9wis@twc.com
Plans for a spring 2021 attempt to launch a GPS radio tracker that will circle around the world in a balloon are
coming together at the Horwitz-DeRemer Planetarium in Waukesha, Wisconsin. Two satellites, designed to
completely circumnavigate the Earth at an altitude of 40,000 feet, have been procured and assembled.

Initial grounds tests were run with amazing results. These
were what we call ‘plugs out’ tests. The satellites were in complete flight configuration mode minus the
balloon.
Signal reports were received from all over the U.S., the farthest being the coast of Southern California.
That’s not bad considering the satellite and its antenna were only 8 feet off the ground! These satellites are
completely solar powered. Because they are solar powered, they go to sleep at night. During the day, they send
position reports every 8 minutes on two different radio frequencies. A worldwide network of ham radio
operators will monitor the air waves for its weak radio signals and report the position data on the Internet. The
satellite’s data can be downloaded from the
web side and a map showing its position can
be viewed.
It is our intent to use a specially made
balloon used for science research to lift the
satellites into the jet stream at an altitude
between 30,000 and 40,000 feet. The higher
we get, the less weather affects the flight
because we can get above it. Also, the higher
we get the farther our signal can be heard.
Imagine if we were heard in California being
just 8 feet off the ground, how far we’ll
reach from 40,000 feet!
The balloon will be partially filled with either helium, or preferably hydrogen, which will give us more
lift. The wind speeds in the jet stream can be in the hundreds of miles per hour. If we catch a ride we can get to
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the East Coast in a day or two and cross the Atlantic in a few days. Previous

PROJECT HAM-HIGH launches by other groups have made the trip around the world in about two
(continued)

weeks.

But there are hazards. Ice forming on the balloon and satellite can
weigh it down; so can rain. If the balloon gets too heavy it could sink into the ocean or the ground, ending the
flight. And let’s not forget storms and their crazy updrafts and downdrafts or hail that can shred a balloon.
We are not allowed to transmit over some countries. Our satellite must use position data it collects from
the on-board GPS to determine where it is and decide if it should transmit. That’s a function called
‘GeoFencing’ and it is one of programs running on the flight computer.
This is all STEM at its best and we welcome any questions. Watch for K9WIS on your waterfall during
testing periods and flights.

SPRING PROSE
by Jeanne Bishop
Spring is a pretty girl.
She stands upon Winter’s old tan overcoat, ice crystals coating its ragged sleeves.
Her shoes are covered in crocus and snowdrops. Pussy willows sheath her legs.
Her skirt, a folded patchwork of bright green and rich brown fields, billows in fresh air.
Forsythia and daffodils spill from her deep pockets, each cradling a mosaic of interdependent life forms,
striving to be released.
A sinuous stream wraps her waist, where sunlight forms diamonds that play in the blue water.
Her blouse is black lace, tree branches covered with a froth of tiny chartreuse leaves. White flowering dogwood
polka dots nestle within.
A double rainbow brightens her neck, while a tiara nest of robin eggs arches over her fluffy cloud hair.
Fern fiddlehead bracelets and tiny sparkling icicle earrings complete her outfit.
She gazes longingly through an arbor of mayapple and trillium where she will rendezvous with her colleague
Summer in a daisy field.
Urged by Time, she rotates her cosmic umbrella; One twirl and the sun disappears.
A Wedgewood sky cross-fades to gold and tangerine, framing a “V” of migrating geese.
With her second twirl, bright treasures emerge from a ceiling of cobalt . . . stars Regulus, Arcturus, and Spica.
On twirl three, the full beauty of the star maiden Virgo glimmers above her in black velvet.
And Spring smiles upward at her heavenly counterpart.
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by IPS Representative

Mike Smail
msmail@adlerplanetarium.org

The results of the IPS Officer election are in! MAPS (Middle Atlantic Planetarium Society) member Patty
Seaton will continue for another term as Executive Secretary, while GLPA members Mike Smail and Michael
McConville were elected Treasurer and President-Elect, respectively. GLPA member Mark SubbaRao moved
into the Past-President role, and JPA (Japan Planetarium Association) member Kaoru Kimura became IPS
President. These position changes were all effective January 1, 2021.
With IPS’ organizational restructuring of the Affiliate Representatives and Board members, GLPA’s
elected International Planetarium Society Representative position will end on the Spring Equinox, 2022. At this
fall’s GLPA conference in Kalamazoo, the Outreach & Inclusion Officer, a new elected position, will be on the
ballot instead. This new officer will handle some of the duties currently handled by the International
Planetarium Society Representative, like writing these quarterly updates! If you have questions about the
transition or the new position, please contact current IPS Representative Mike Smail.
In December, the IPS welcomed two new affiliate organizations: the Association of South American
Planetariums (APAS) and the Arab Planetarium Society (APS). APAS and APS became the IPS’ 24th and 25th
regional affiliates, respectively. APAS was founded in 1975, and represents 19 planetaria in six countries.
Previously, the only South American IPS affiliate was the Association of Brazilian Planetariums (ABP), so it’s
exciting that the entire continent is now connected to IPS. APS is a new organization currently representing 26
planetaria and science advocacy groups across five countries in north Africa and the Middle East. Their stated
goal is to combine the efforts of Arab planetaria while supporting the development of astronomy education and
planetaria across the Arab world. This is the first time since 1994 that multiple affiliates have joined IPS in the
same year!
The 2024 IPS Conference site will be selected this summer, at the IPS Board Meeting. There are two
hosting bids, both from German facilities. The first is a joint bid between the planetarium in Jena, and the three
planetaria in Berlin. The second bid is from the planetarium in Heilbronn. For the first time ever, full bid
documents, and a promotional video are available for the full IPS member base to review at https://www.ipsplanetarium.org/page/2024bids. You can share your site preferences, questions, or concerns directly with IPS
North American Board Member Dayna Thompson by using the feedback form at https://www.ipsplanetarium.org/page/ConferenceSiteFeedback.
Speaking of Dayna Thompson, she and her team at Ball State University’s Brown Planetarium have
collaborated with the American Association of Variable Star Observers (AAVSO) and IPS to produce a new
video series highlighting variable stars! Each month in 2021, a 360° video and a 2K 180° planetarium video will
be made available for wider use. Check out the current videos, or look ahead to the rest of the year here: https://
www.aavso.org/featured-variables.
(continued on page 20)
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VOLUME 16, NUMBER 1
VERNAL EQUINOX, 1981
(12 pages in length)
GLPA’s 52nd newsletter and the first issue of 1981 contained the
following articles and columns:
In a follow-up to the Microcomputer Interest Group Survey that members were asked to complete in the
winter, 1980 issue of the GLPA Newsletter, Carl Wenning (ISU Planetarium, Normal, Illinois) reported that an
overwhelming interest had already been demonstrated for the use of microcomputers, particularly in the area of
education and astronomical calculations.
★

GLPA President Lee Shapiro reported that the GLPA Executive Committee voted to raise dues at their
autumn, 1980 meeting. Annual dues were raised to $10.00 per year effective with the 1981-1982 membership
year. Shapiro also noted that prior to this, GLPA dues had remained the same for 16 years. [Ed.: GLPA dues
would rise to $13 in late-1984, and were then increased to $20 in late-1989. Annual dues have remained at that
$20 figure for 31 years and counting].
★

The 1980-1981 GLPA Membership Roster was printed on pages 6-8. The list contained the names and
addresses of 75 people.
★

22 new scripts were added to the GLPA Script Bank. Two of these were authored by Uwe Lemmer in West
Germany and the remaining 20 were authored by staff members from the Abrams Planetarium in East Lansing,
Michigan.
★

Dave Hoffman wrote the first of what he hoped to be a series of newsletter articles called Script Tips, which
would provide tips for writing scripts and interpreting science. For example, in this issue he prepared a few
analogies to help audiences understand the size of one billion. For example, a billion $1 bills would weigh about
1,000 tons and would fill a room 60 feet long, 35 feet wide, and 20 feet high. A billion U.S. pennies placed atop
one another would yield a stack 956.5 miles tall.
★

Arnie Nelson from Wausau, Wisconsin submitted a one-page form to assist people in setting the planet
positions for a Spitz star projector.
★
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VOLUME 36, NUMBER 1
VERNAL EQUINOX, 2001
(22 pages in length)
GLPA’s 131st newsletter and the first issue of 2001 contained the
following articles and columns:
In the Editor’s Message, it was reported that GLPA had just learned that it would receive an $18,000 NASA
IDEAS Grant from the Space Telescope Science Institute for the production of a new planetarium show, The
StarGazer. [Ed.: The StarGazer has been a very popular show and is still available in both slide and digital
format from the GLPA Online Store at https://glpa.org/catalog].
★

The membership was reminded that GLPA and SEPA would meet together in a joint conference to be held in
late-June of 2001 in Richmond, Kentucky. Because of this summer conference date, three states opted not to
hold a spring state meeting this year.
★

With Gary Sampson retiring from the Wauwatosa West Planetarium in suburban Milwaukee, a job
opportunity was posted on the Bulletin Board page of this issue. [Ed.: Todd DeZeeuw, who serves as GLPA
Gear Manager, would eventually be hired to succeed Gary Sampson in the facility that now bears Gary’s name.
Happy 20th anniversary at Wauwatosa West, Todd!]
★

Candidate profiles for the upcoming GLPA election were printed in this issue. [Ed.: In that June election, Joe
DeRocher would become President-elect, Bob Bonadurer would be re-elected as Secretary-Treasurer, and Susan
Button would be re-elected as IPS Representative].
★

The minutes of the February 10, 2001 Executive Committee Meeting appeared on pages 18-20. GLPA
President Jeanne Bishop presided over the meeting. In those minutes, Membership Chair Gene Zajac reported
that GLPA currently had 230 members.
★

Past-President Dan Francetic wrote an article to encourage members to consider
presenting a poster paper at the upcoming June conference. He explained that GLPA
had purchased 25 display boards that interested members could use to mount their
poster papers at the 2001 conference. [Ed.: Poster papers have been a regular feature
of GLPA’s conference offerings ever since].
★

Visit the GLPA Newsletter Archive at
https://glpa.org/history/gnews-archive
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